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Water is the most important greenhouse gas. Detailed understanding of the water cycle
and transport into the stratosphere is therefore important for prediction of future cli-
mate change. Both radiative forcing and chemistry are affected by water in the strato-
sphere. Stratospheric water has an effect on both the production of OH radicals and
the formation of polar stratospheric clouds, which modulate polar ozone destruction.
Remote sensing andin-situ measurements indicate a trend of increasing water con-
centrations in the stratosphere in recent decades. However, recently it has been noted
that this trend has reversed in satellite data. Understanding the process of dehydra-
tion of air entering the stratosphere through the tropical tropopauze and the origin
and microphysical properties of radiatively important thin cirrus clouds in the tropical
tropopauze layer, are among the key problems in Atmospheric Science.

Measurements of the isotopic composition of water vapor in the upper troposphere and
lower stratosphere are vital in testing the various hypotheses of stratospheric aridity,
the relative importance of large scale and convective transport processes, and the role
of cirrus anvil clouds.

In order to address these issues, we have developed an ultra-sensitive near-infrared
spectrometer(Iris) to measurein-situ the water deuterium and oxygen (17O and18O)
isotope ratios in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere with a high tempo-



ral resolution (between 0.1 and 10 seconds, corresponding to a spatial resolution of
roughly 20 meters to 2 km). The spectrometer is based on ultra-sensitive optical-
feedback cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy. The instrument is lightweight (45
kg) and small (< 50 liter). Together with a low power consumption and the absence
of cryogens, this makes it uniquely suited for operation on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
and high altitude aircraft. It was first flown on the NASA DC-8 in 2004, demonstrating
a superior level of precision, and recently tested on the stratospheric WB-57F.


